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We are constantly exposed to multiple visual scenes, and while
freely viewing them without an intentional effort to memorize or
encode them, only some are remembered. It has been suggested
that imagememory is influenced by multiple factors, such as depth
of processing, familiarity, and visual category. However, this is
typically investigated when people are instructed to perform a
task (e.g., remember or make some judgment about the images),
which may modulate processing at multiple levels and thus, may
not generalize to naturalistic visual behavior. Visual memory is
assumed to rely on high-level visual perception that shows a level
of size invariance and therefore is not assumed to be highly
dependent on image size. Here, we reasoned that during naturalis-
tic vision, free of task-related modulations, bigger images stimu-
late more visual system processing resources (from retina to
cortex) and would, therefore, be better remembered. In an exten-
sive set of seven experiments, naïve participants (n = 182) were
asked to freely view presented images (sized 3° to 24°) without
any instructed encoding task. Afterward, they were given a sur-
prise recognition test (midsized images, 50% already seen). Larger
images were remembered better than smaller ones across all
experiments (∼20% higher accuracy or∼1.5 times better). Memory
was proportional to image size, faces were better remembered,
and outdoors the least. Results were robust even when controlling
for image set, presentation order, screen resolution, image scaling
at test, or the amount of information. While multiple factors affect
image memory, our results suggest that low- to high-level pro-
cesses may all contribute to image memory.
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We are constantly exposed to many images, and despite not
making intentional efforts, some of these images are

burned into memory, while others are not. It is yet unclear what
determines what we remember or not under such naturalistic
(unintentional, not externally dictated) conditions. Multiple fac-
tors are suggested to contribute to memory, such as 1) the “level
of processing” of a stimulus (in the visual domain, for example,
faces are less remembered when attending to gender
[“shallower”] than when attending to honesty or likeableness
[“deeper” (1, 2)], and in the linguistic–lexical domain words are
less remembered when attending to fonts [shallower] than when
attending to their semantic [deeper] aspects [e.g., refs. 3 and 4]);
2) familiarity (e.g., ref. 5); and 3) visual category (e.g., ref. 6).
However, most visual memory investigations involve predeter-
mined experimental direct or indirect memory-encoding tasks
(e.g., refs. 7–10). These predetermined experimental tasks may
suppress or facilitate visual processing of the stimulus at multiple
levels, influencing even early stages as V1 and thalamic process-
ing (11–13), and examples of such influences include enhance-
ment of spatial resolution or contrast sensitivity (14, 15) and
even alterations of receptive field properties (16–20) at the
attended (task-related) location. Since instructed task can modu-
late visual processing, attention, eye movements, and working
memory (16, 21–24), it is unclear if one can generalize the

findings about visual memory during instructed behavior to
visual memory during naturalistic everyday encoding.

A key principle guiding visual processing at early to intermedi-
ate stages is that bigger images are processed by bigger subparts
of the visual system, and this is true from as early as the retina to
retinotopic cortex (25, 26). Since bigger images entail more visual
system processing resources at least in the early to intermediate
levels of processing, here we reasoned that when no instructed
task that may modulate processing is involved and despite certain
levels of invariance to size at higher-level areas (27–29), the
enhanced processing of bigger images by the visual system will
support stronger registration into memory than that of smaller
images that are processed by fewer resources (Fig. 1A).

Results
We tested this in an extensive set of seven experiments (n = 182)
where participants naturalistically viewed images of various sizes
while freely viewing them without any instructed encoding or
knowledge about the memory test that would follow. Each partic-
ipant underwent passive viewing of images of different sizes
(3° × 3° to 24° × 24°, exposure phase) (Fig. 1B) while being
asked to freely view the images presented without being informed
of any memory-related task that would follow. This exposure
phase was followed by a surprise recognition test phase where
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It is unclear what makes some of the numerous visual scenes
we encounter every day memorable (while others are not)
when we make no intentional effort to memorize them. Here,
we reasoned that although visual perception is somewhat
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distances), visual memory would depend on image size.
Across experiments, where participants freely viewed images
without any memory- or nonmemory-related task (similar to
naturalistic visual behavior), larger images were remembered
better than smaller ones (about 1.5 times better), and this
effect was proportional to image size. Our study indicates
that physical stimulus dimensions (as the size of an image)
influence memory, and this may have significant implications
to learning, aging, development, etc.
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participants were asked to judge for each image presented
whether they recalled seeing it earlier or not (old/new recognition
task); in all experiments, images were midsized (8° × 8°, except
for Experiment 6) (Materials and Methods), and midsize was
determined by taking into account the cortical magnification fac-
tor (30, 31) (Fig. 1C and Materials and Methods). In Experiment
1, participants (n = 17) were exposed to 80 small (3° × 3°) and
80 large (21° × 21°) colored images from multiple categories that
appeared in four blocks (large–small–small–large; each image
was presented for 2 s, small and large images were matched in
contents) (Fig. 1B) and were later asked to make old/new mem-
ory judgements on a set of 320 midsized images (8° × 8°, 160
old; the old and new were matched in contents and randomly
ordered; 500-ms exposure) (Materials and Methods). Accuracy for
larger (21°) images was significantly higher than for smaller (3°)
images [small: 44.6 ± 4.4% (SEM), large: 62.9 ± 3.7% (SEM),
small vs. large P = 0.000267, t(15) = 4.73, paired two tailed] (Fig.
1D and SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2). To rule out the possibility
that the results may have been driven by specific images, a new
group of participants (n = 16) ran the same experiment but with

the small and large image sets swapped (Experiment 2) (Materials
and Methods). Accuracy for larger images was again significantly
higher than for smaller ones, indicating that Experiment 1’s
results were not driven by specific images [small: 38.7 ± 4.1%
(SEM), large: 56.4 ± 5.1% (SEM), P < 10�5, t(14) = 6.84, paired
two tailed] (Fig. 1E and SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2). To rule
out the possibility that the results of Experiments 1 and 2 were
driven by recency or primacy effects (32–38), as the larger images
were presented in the first and last blocks, a new group of partici-
pants (n = 17) underwent the same experiment but with swapping
of the block order (small–large–large–small, Experiment 3) (Mate-
rials and Methods). Here too, we found that accuracy was higher
for the larger images regardless of block order [small: 53.2 ± 3.
9% (SEM), large: 63.5 ± 3.3% (SEM), P = 0.001063,
t(15) = 4.043, paired two tailed] (Fig. 1F and SI Appendix, Tables
S1 and S2). To examine whether the results were driven by image
world size or retinal size and to test whether screen resolution
may have degraded the information conveyed in the smaller
images, in Experiment 4 (n = 16), on top of the large (21°) and
smaller image (3°) conditions from Experiments 1 to 3 (same
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Fig. 1. Larger images were remembered better than smaller ones during naturalistic encoding (Experiments 1 to 4). (A) Hypothesized dependency of
image memory during naturalistic encoding on image size: positive monotonic size dependency in black (larger images are better remembered than
smaller images) or size invariance in gray (memory is not affected by image size). (B) In Experiments 1 to 4 during the exposure phase, participants viewed
80 small (3° × 3°; lighter purple) and 80 large (21° × 21°; darker purple) images (2 s each, small and large matched in contents) presented in four blocks
of 40 images each. Participants were only instructed to freely view the images without being given any memory or encoding instructions (more details
are in the text and in Materials and Methods). Note that the block order depicted here was changed in Experiment 3 to small–large–large–small. (C) In
Experiments 1 to 4, the test phase that followed the exposure phase included 320 midsized images (∼8° × 8°, 500 ms each, 160 presented in the expo-
sure), and participants were given a surprise memory test where they were asked to report whether they recalled seeing each image or not. (D–G) Test
phase accuracy on the surprise old/new recognition task (on the y axis) by condition (x axis). Results reveal that across all experiments, images presented
in larger format (21°, darker purple) during the exposure phase were better remembered than those presented in smaller format (3°, lighter purple), and
this was true in Experiment 1 (D; n = 17, P = 0.000267); when we controlled for image sets in Experiment 2 (E; n = 16, P < 10�5); when we changed block
order to control for recency or primacy effects (32–38) in Experiment 3 (F; n = 17, P = 0.001063); or when we controlled for reduced resolution, world
size, or viewing distance in Experiment 4 (G; n = 16, P = 0.0009); n.s.: not significant. 3°hi represents the small(highRes) condition in another shade of
light purple, new images condition in gray. Error bars represent SEM. * denotes P < 0.005.
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viewing distance [60 cm] and spatial resolution), we added a new
condition with the same world size as the large close images but
the same retinal size (3°) as the small close images. This was
achieved by displaying images of the same physical size as the
large close images but from a different (further) viewing distance
(4 m). This new condition occupied the same small visual angle as
smaller close images (3° × 3°) but had much higher (×6.62) spatial
resolution than them (Materials and Methods). We found (Fig.
1G) that retinal size had influence on visual memory but that
world size did not, as when retinal size changed but world size
was kept constant [large 21° (from 60 cm) vs. small(highRes)
3° (from 4 m)], images with bigger retinal size (21°) were signifi-
cantly better remembered [large 61.7 ± 4.9% (SEM), small(-
highRes) 43.9 ± 3.9% (SEM), P = 0.0009] (SI Appendix, Tables
S1 and S2). On the other hand, when world size changed (eight-
fold difference in height and width) and viewing size changed (60
cm vs. 4 m) but retinal size was kept constant [small (3° from 60
cm) vs. small(highRes) (3° from 4 m)], no difference in memory
was found [small 47.9 ± 4.2% (SEM), small(highRes) 43.9 ± 3.
9% (SEM), P > 0.4] (SI Appendix, Table S2), which also indicated
that limited screen resolution was not likely to be a main factor
influencing lower memory for smaller images.

To parametrically investigate the effect of image size on mem-
ory during naturalistic encoding, we built Experiment 5, a new
four sizes (height and width of 3°, 6°, 12°, and 24°) × four visual
categories (faces, people, indoors, and outdoors) experiment
(Fig. 2A) that also allowed us to assess the effect of visual catego-
ries on memory. We used images with predefined memorability
scores [the LaMem Dataset (6)] such that image sets of each
experimental size had equal memorability scores and equal con-
tribution of each visual category (Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, Fig.
S1A). Furthermore, we also checked that images in the different
experimental sizes were well balanced for luminance levels (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1B). Two new groups (n1 = 25, n2 = 26) under-
went two versions of this experiment (image sets of size condi-
tions were swapped across versions [3° with 24°, 6° with 12°])
(Materials and Methods). Since there was no effect of experimen-
tal version (P > 0.64) and no interaction between size and version
(P > 0.9) (SI Appendix, Table S2), we collapsed the data across
the two versions. We found a main effect of image size on mem-
ory [F(3,150) = 57.31, P < 0.0001] with 3° < 6° < 12° (post hoc
P values < 0.0001) (Fig. 2B and SI Appendix, Table S2), indicating

that in this range of image sizes (3° to 12°), image memory is size
dependent. There was also a main effect of visual category on
memory [F(3,150) = 15.76, P < 0.0001], with faces most remem-
bered and outdoor scenes remembered the least (Fig. 2C and SI
Appendix, Table S2).

We also wanted to control for the possibility that our results
were due to less time spent looking at the smaller images rela-
tive to that spent looking at the larger images. Therefore, in
Experiments 6 and 7 (see below) we monitored participants’
eye movements throughout the experiments and excluded par-
ticipants who looked at the smaller images less than 80% of
their presentation time (Experiment 6: 10 of 30 excluded,
Experiment 7: 12 of 35 excluded, see SI Appendix, Fig. S2)
(Materials and Methods).

In Experiment 6, we further controlled for the possibility
that our results were driven by the relative size differences
(larger images in the exposure were scaled down in the test,
while smaller images in the exposure were enlarged in the test)
and not by the initial image size at exposure. Participants freely
viewed small (3°) and large (24°) images during the exposure
phase and were then tested on them either as in our previous
experiments (medium-sized images) or in their original presen-
tation size (as they appeared in exposure) (Materials and Meth-
ods). Both smaller images’ and larger images’ memory did not
benefit from being tested with the same size as during exposure
relative to being tested with medium-sized images (as in
Experiments 1 to 5; one-way ANOVA, n = 18, Bonferroni/
Dunn post hoc: 3°Sml to 3°Mid: P = 0.0775 [nonsignificant],
24°Mid to 24°Lrg: P = 0.87) (Fig. 3A; more details in SI
Appendix, Table S2). We also replicated our main findings
across experiments that during naturalistic encoding, bigger
images are better remembered than smaller ones (one-way
ANOVA, n = 18, Bonferroni/Dunn post hoc: 24°Mid vs. 3°Sml:
P < 0.0001) (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2).

To control for the possibility that larger images are better
remembered since they convey more information than smaller
images, we ran Experiment 7, where we directly compared mem-
ory for smaller and larger images that contained the same
amount of information. Larger blurred images were directly
enlarged from smaller sharp images and then blurred to elimi-
nate pixelation and artificially added edges. This process created
larger images with the same amount of information present in

A B C

Fig. 2. Image memory during free viewing increases proportionally with image size for 3° to 12° images (Experiment 5). (A) Experimental design of
Experiment 5. During exposure, participants (n = 51) viewed four blocks (random block and within-block image order), and each block included 40 uni-
formly sized images [3° × 3°, 6° × 6°,12° × 12°, or 24° × 24° indicated by lighter to darker shades of purple, 2 s per image; all from the LaMem Dataset (6)]
from four visual categories (faces [red], people [orange], indoors [blue], and outdoors [green]). In the test phase, 320 midsized images (160 old, ∼8° × 8°,
500 ms each) were presented. Experimental instructions were the same as in Experiments 1 to 4 (Materials and Methods). (B) Test phase accuracy on the
surprise old/new recognition task (on the y axis) by condition (x axis). A significant effect of image size on image memory was found (P < 0.0001), with
memory for 12° greater than memory for 6°, which was greater than memory for 3° (P values < 0.0001) (SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2); n.s.: not signifi-
cant. (C) The same as in B but with finer category-related results. A significant effect of visual category was found (P < 0.0001), with faces and people
best remembered and outdoors the least remembered (SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2). Error bars represent SEM. * denotes P < 0.005.
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them as the smaller sharp images (Materials and Methods). The
experiment itself included four conditions presented at exposure
(two sizes [3°, 24°] × two sharpness levels [Blurred, Sharp]) (Fig.
3B), where the two additional conditions (smaller 3° Blurred and
larger 24° Sharp images) were meant to mask the contrast of
interest (smaller 3° Sharp vs. larger 24° Blurred) and enabled us
to test replicability of the original finding (larger 24° Sharp vs.
smaller 3° Sharp), the overall effect of size, and the effect of blur-
ring. We hypothesized that the original finding from our earlier
experiments would replicate and that we would find a main effect
of size and a main effect of blurring. At test, images that were
presented as blurred during exposure were presented as blurred,
and images that were presented as sharp during exposure were
presented as sharp. A one-way ANOVA (n = 23) on condition
allowed us to test our main contrast of interest (larger 24°
Blurred vs. smaller 3° Sharp) where we found that bigger images
were remembered better than smaller ones even when they did

not contain more information (larger 24° Blurred: 51.09 ± 4.77%
[SEM], smaller 3° Sharp: 37.93 ± 3.62 [SEM], one-way ANOVA
Bonferroni/Dunn post hoc: 24° Blurred vs. 3° Sharp: P < 0.0001)
(Fig. 3C and SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2). This finding further
substantiates the main finding from Experiments 1 to 6. We also
found that sharp larger images were better remembered by 9%
than blurred larger images (24° Blurred: 51.09 ± 4.77% [SEM],
24° Sharp: 60.11 ± 4.5% [SEM], one-way ANOVA Bonferroni/
Dunn post hoc: P < 0.0023), which could indicate that details
have an additional contribution to memory on top of image size.
A two-way ANOVA allowed us to test the effect of size that was
found significant (P < 0.0001) and the effect of sharpness that
was found significant (P = 0.0022), with no interaction (P = 0.28)
(details are in SI Appendix, Table S2). Furthermore, the results of
Experiments 6 and 7 (given our exclusion criteria based on eye
movement data) allowed us to conclude that our findings about
the influence of image size on visual memory during naturalistic

A C

B

Fig. 3. Effects of test–exposure relative scaling and level of information on memory. (A) Experiment 6 (n = 18) results. Test phase accuracy on the sur-
prise old/new recognition task (on the y axis) by condition (x axis) when investigating test–exposure relative image size scaling effects on memory. At
exposure, images were presented in two sizes (3°, 24°). During the test phase, images were presented either at the same size as in the exposure (original
size, no scaling) or midsized (as in Experiments 1 to 5, with scaling relative to exposure). 3°Mid and 24°Mid are the same as in Experiment 5 and are indi-
cated by the same colors; 3°Sml and 24°Lrg are new conditions indicated by striped bars. We found no effect of relative image scaling (P = 0.0912), and
critically smaller images at exposure were not remembered significantly better when tested with the same small image size (3°, P = 0.0775; n.s.: not signif-
icant; note that corrected significance threshold was at 0.0083)). Smaller images that were tested as small (no scaling) were remembered significantly less
than bigger images (e.g., 24°Mid, P < 0.0001). Replicating the results of Experiments 1 to 5, here too bigger images were better remembered (P < 0.0001)
(Results and SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2). (B) Demonstration of Experiment 7 exposure stimuli: four conditions (two sizes [3°, 24°] × two sharpness levels
[blurred, sharp]). Critical contrast was between memory of large blurred images relative to memory of small sharp images, differing in size but not in
information content (Materials and Methods). The images (reproduced from ref. 39) are provided for demonstration purposes. (C) Experiment 7 (n = 23)
surprise recognition test phase results. 3°Sharp and 24°Sharp are the same as in Experiment 5 and indicated by the same colors, and 3°Blur. (3° Blurred)
and 24°Blur. (24° Blurred) are new conditions indicated by diagonal striped bars. We found a significant effect of image size (P < 0.0001) and of sharpness
(P = 0.0022). Critically, memory of larger blurry images (24°Blur.) was better than that of sharp smaller images (3°Sharp), even though they both carried
the same amount of image information (P < 0.0001), indicating that size, even without adding image information, contributes to image memory. Larger
sharp images were also remembered better than blurry ones (P = 0.0023). n.s.: not significant. Error bars represent SEM. * denotes P < 0.005 (see Results).
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encoding were not due to less time spent looking at the smaller
images relative to that spent looking at the larger images.

In addition, across experiments we found that the highest
accuracy in each experiment was to the new (unseen) images
(Figs. 1 D–G, 2 B and C, and 3 A and C and SI Appendix, Table
S1), and no priming effects [implicit or explicit (40)] were
found (SI Appendix, Tables S4 and S5).

Memorability Analysis. Given the data we obtained, we were able
to examine for a specific image if it was better remembered when
it was presented in bigger format vs. in smaller format. To that
end, we first examined the images used in Experiments 1 and 2
(n = 160 images) where images presented in Experiment 1
(17 participants) as small (3°, n = 80 images) were presented in
Experiment 2 (16 new participants) as big (21°) and vice versa.
As can be seen in Fig. 4A, most images were better remembered
when presented in larger format [mean accuracy difference of 18
± 1.5% (SEM), t(159) = 11.74, P < 10�22, n = 160 images] (Fig.
4 A, D, and E). We then analyzed the data obtained in Experi-
ment 5 in a similar manner (25 participants in version 1, 26 par-
ticipants in version 2, swapping images across versions between
3° and 24° and between 6° and 12°). Here too (Fig. 4 B and C),
we found that the same image was on average better remem-
bered when presented at 24° relative to 3° [mean accuracy

difference of 23.4 ± 1.8% (SEM), t(79) = 13.0, P < 10�20, n = 80
images] (Fig. 4 B, D, and E), and the same was found for 12° rel-
ative to 6° [mean accuracy difference of 9.04 ± 1.6% (SEM),
t(79) = 5.58, P < 10�6, n = 80 images] (Fig. 4 C–E and SI
Appendix, Fig. S1).

Discussion
Our results show that physical dimension as image size has signif-
icant effect on memory of images during naturalistic encoding.
This challenges a simplistic view of visual memory inheriting
properties of size-invariant high-level vision and suggests that
information present at lower levels of the visual hierarchy (25) as
well as within the high-level cortex itself (27–29) propagates
downstream. Here, we did not employ the classic incidental
memory paradigm involving incidental encoding of images (e.g.,
refs. 9 and 10) or any intentional encoding (e.g., refs. 7 and 8).
Rather, similar to naturalistic visual behavior, there was no
encoding task, and thus, our results may not be comparable with
earlier incidental or intentional memory studies (e.g., refs. 8 and
41–43), even to those that have investigated the relation between
image size and memory (e.g., refs. 44–48). In addition, our old/
new memory task on one item at a time may have further con-
tributed to the consistently lower memory performance we found

A B C

D E

Fig. 4. Image memorability by image size reveals per-image higher image memorability when presented larger. (A) For each image (n = 160 images, each is
indicated by a dot) its average correct recognition across participants (Experiment 1, n = 17; Experiment 2, n = 16) when it was presented in large format (21°
in Experiments 1 and 2, on the y axis) relative to its average correct recognition across participants when it was presented in smaller format (3° in Experiments
2 and 1, on the x axis) is shown. Note that each image was presented in one experiment as big and in the other as small since the image sets swapped sizes
between experiments. Note that most images fall above the diagonal, indicating that they were better remembered (higher memorability) when presented
as larger (21°). (B) The same analysis as in A for images used in Experiment 5 in versions 1 and 2 (n1 = 25, n2 = 26). For each image (n = 80 images), its average
correct recognition across participants (memorability) when it was presented as big (24°, on the y axis) is plotted relative to when it was presented as small
(3°, on the x axis). Here again, most images fall above the diagonal. (C) The same analysis as in B for the images when they were presented as 12° (y axis) rela-
tive to when they were presented as 6° (x axis; n = 80 images). (D) For each image, its memorability benefit is the difference in its memorability when pre-
sented in larger format (21°, 24°, or 12°) relative to when presented in smaller size (3° or 6°); each dot represents the memorability benefit of larger presenta-
tion for each image. D, Left matches data from A; D, Center matches data from B; and D, Right matches data from C. For each plot, the mean is indicated in
blue, and the median is in red. (E) Average memorability benefit of larger presentation size across images in each analysis (data matching the blue mean lines
in D; error bars, SEM). *Significant differences in memorability of the larger format relative to the small format (all P < 10�6, paired t tests) (Materials and
Methods and Results).
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across our experiments relative to earlier encoding-based findings
(e.g., refs. 7, 8, and 49). In line with earlier studies (6, 50, 51), we
found that face images were best remembered, and this was true
across image sizes (limited to the categories and sizes we used),
which could possibly be attributed to their social significance (52,
53). The size–memory apparently linear relation we found in the
size range that we investigated (3° to 12°) (Fig. 2 B and C) may
not generalize to bigger (>24°) or smaller (<3°) images. In fact,
we hypothesize that there would be a sharp drop in performance
for images smaller than 3° as well as for images that are “too
big” to be perceived, as when viewing a movie from the first row
in the cinema. Furthermore, in this study, we have investigated
two-dimensional (2D) images that are present in a three-
dimensional (3D) world in printed (e.g., journals, billboards) or
electronic form. Our results (Experiment 4) indicate that the reti-
nal size rather than the world size of the 2D images plays an
important role in affecting visual memory. It is unclear if our
results will generalize to real-world 3D objects that are different
from 2D images in multiple dimensions (e.g., tangible, provide
stereoscopic 3D and oculomotor information). Additionally, in a
3D environment, factors such as familiar size and size constancy
may influence perception, perceptual judgements (54–56), and
even visual memory in a different manner.

The image size effect on visual memory during naturalistic
encoding may be attributed to multiple factors that may be
modulated by image size as 1) larger expanse of visual system
resources such as retinotopic cortex responding to and process-
ing bigger images (57, 58), 2) possible different eye movement
patterns for different image sizes, 3) different spatial frequency
contents across the different sizes, 4) different spatial integra-
tion, and 5) differences in attention or saliency. While we found
that the higher levels of detail present in larger images affected
visual memory (Experiment 7) (Fig. 3 B and C and SI
Appendix, Fig. S3B), we also found that size itself, even when
not providing more information, was a contributing factor to
memory. Boundary extension or contraction (59–62) that has
been shown to be modulated by image properties (59) may also
be modulated by image size and thus, may partially contribute
to the size effect on visual memory that we found. While our
results may not generalize to active intentional or incidental
memory paradigms, our study does demonstrate that physical
image dimension can affect image memory under conditions
that closely mimic naturalistic daily visual behavior. However, it
does not imply that other physical dimensions would have simi-
lar effects or that other nonphysical factors (e.g., cognitive) do
not play a role in image memory.

Materials and Methods
Participants. A group of 182 participants took part in the study; each partici-
pated in only one experiment. Seventeen participated in Experiment 1
(12 women, aged 28.1 ± 6.9 y, 15 right handers), 16 participated in Experiment 2
(10 women, aged 25.4 ± 6.0 y, 15 right handers), 17 participated in Experiment 3
(11 women, aged 25.1 ± 5.7 y, all right handers), 16 participated in Experiment 4
(10 women, aged 25.7 ± 6.3 y, 15 right handers), 51 participated in Experiment 5
(25 in version 1, 26 in version 2, 31 women, aged 25.6 ± 6.6 y, 46 right handers),
30 participated in Experiment 6 (21women, aged 22.8± 4.24 y, 28 right handers;
10 were excluded by the eye movement analysis criteria [Eye Tracking Analyses],
2 additional participants were excluded since they reported pressing the keys
inconsistently), and 35 participated in Experiment 7 (28 women, aged 24 ± 4 y,
30 right handers; 12 were excluded by the eye movement analysis criteria) (Eye
Tracking Analyses).

The experimental protocol was approved by the Bar IlanUniversity Ethics Com-
mittee. All the participants signed written informed consent before their partici-
pation. All participants had normal or corrected to normal far and near vision (all
were checked for near and far visual acuity before the experiment began).

General Procedures. Experiments 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 were conducted on an Eizo
FG2421 24” high-definition liquid crystal display monitor (HD LCD) with reso-
lution of 1,920 × 1,080 pixels running at 100 Hz, and Experiment 4 was

conducted on an Asus VG248QE 24” monitor with 1,920 × 1,080-pixel resolu-
tion running at 144 Hz. All experiments were run using an in-house developed
platform for psychophysical and eye-tracking experiments [PSY (63–67)] devel-
oped by Yoram S. Bonneh (68) running on a Windows personal computer. All
experiments were performed in a dark room. Viewing distance was 60 cm
from the screen in all experiments and conditions except for the small(-
highRes) condition in Experiment 4 (viewed from 4 m; details are in Experi-
ment 4). Experiments 1 to 5 each took ∼25 min, and Experiments 6 and 7 took
∼30 min due to the eye tracking overhead (see below). ANOVA and post hoc
statistical analyses were performed with StatView software 5.0, and Bonfer-
roni/Dunn post hoc analyses were used. Eye movements were recorded during
Experiments 6 and 7 (exposure and test) with an EyeLink infrared system (SR
Research) equipped with a 35-mm lens. Head movements were limited by a
chin rest, and a standard five-point calibration was performed before the
exposure phase. Eye movements were recorded binocularly; only left eye data
were analyzed. Analyses were based on data sampled at 250Hz.

All seven experiments included two consecutive parts: 1) the exposure
phase: passive viewing of images of different sizes (participants were asked to
freely view and attend the images presented without being informed of any
memory-related task that would follow) and 2) the test phase: an old/new sur-
prise recognition task (participantswere asked to report if they recalled seeing
each image [old] or not [new] with no time limitation; no feedback was
given). The background color of the screen across all experiments was always
black.

Experiment 1. At the exposure phase, 160 images (colored photographs) of
the study set were presented in four blocks (each block of 40 images) in the
order [large–small–small–large] (Fig. 1B) (image order within each block was
randomized). Small images subtended a visual angle of 3.15° × 3.15°, and
large images subtended a visual angle of 20.78° × 20.78°. Images were pre-
sented in a sequence; each image was displayed for 2 s followed by a 500-ms
black screen interstimulus interval, and no response was required. Participants
were asked to freely view and attend the images (fixation was not superim-
posed on the images; no fixation was required). All images were taken from
the internet and resized in MATLAB by the imresize function (bicubic interpo-
lation) to equal width and height (800 × 800 pixels) to avoid within- and
across-condition size differences. These uniformly sized images were then
scaled to be displayed according to the experimental condition (small ∼3° or
large ∼21°; scaling details are given below). The images included different
visual categories (faces, people, hands, animals, food, flowers, indoor places,
outdoor places, and vehicles), and the images of each visual category were dis-
tributed equally between the small and large image sets. Image scaling
(reduction in size) from the large source images to smaller sizes was done by
the in-house software for psychophysical experiments (63–67). For the scaling
factor less than one, the software took one representative pixel from the
larger “source” image area to be placed in the new location in the smaller
“target” image. The pixel to be written in the target location was the last in a
top left to bottom right scanning of the region in the source image that was
about to be scaled (approximately every six to seven × six to seven pixels in
the source image were converted to one pixel in the target smaller image in
this experiment).

A test phase followed the exposure phase, where participants were
required to perform an old/new surprise recognition memory task on 320mid-
sized images (visual angle of 8.39° × 8.39°) (information is in Test Phase Image
Size Reasoning and scaling information in this section): 160 “old” (previously
seen in the exposure phase) and 160 “new” images that were presented
sequentially in random order. Each image appeared for 500 ms followed by a
black screen until a response was provided; participants were required to
report if they recalled seeing each image (old) or not (new) without time limi-
tations, and no feedback was given.

Experiment 2: Controlling for Image Set. In this experiment, the experimental
protocol was precisely the same as that of Experiment 1 except that the image
sets of the small and large conditions from Experiment 1 were switched
(images displayed as small in Experiment 1 were now displayed as big and
vice versa).

Experiment 3: Controlling for Primacy or Recency Effects. The experimental
protocol was precisely the same as in Experiment 1 with the only difference
between the experiments being the block order in the exposure that was
changed to small–large–large–small. This also meant that the same set of
images that appeared in a small block in Experiment 1 appeared here in a
small block and the same for the larger images.

Experiment 4: World Size vs. Retinal Size. In this experiment in the exposure
phase, we included, as in Experiments 1 to 3, the small and large conditions
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from a 60-cm viewing distance and in addition, a new condition of small
images with higher resolution [“small(highRes)” presented large images but
viewed from 4 m to occupy the same visual angle as the original small images
condition but providing much higher (×6.62) spatial resolution].
Stimuli. The exposure phase included three conditions: 1) large (visual angle of
20.78° × 20.78°, viewing distance of 60 cm as in Experiments 1–3), 2) small (visual
angle of 3.15° × 3.15°, viewing distance of 60 cm as in Experiments 1–3), and 3)
small, higher resolution [small(highRes)], where large images were viewed from
4 m so that they occupied the same visual angle (same retinal image size) as the
small condition (3.15° × 3.15°). We divided the original image set used in the
exposure phase (as in Experiments 1 to 3, 159 of the 160 images) to six subsets of
similar size (three with 26 images and three with 27 images), where each of
these subsets had similar types of images (faces, people, places, food, etc.) and
was used in one of the experimental blocks in the exposure phase.
Procedure. The exposure phase took approximately 1 min longer than in
Experiments 1 to 3 since participants were required to move to a distant seat-
ing position for the small(highRes) condition. Of the 16 participants who per-
formed this experiment, in the exposure phase six participants underwent the
small–small(highRes)–large–small–small(highRes)–large block order, six
participants underwent the small(highRes)–large–small–small(highRes)–lar-
ge–small block order, and four performed the large–small–small(highRes)–lar-
ge–small–small(highRes) block order to counterbalance condition order and
so that each condition type would appear in a first block and in a last block of
one of the versions. The small and large conditions were viewed from 60 cm
as in Experiments 1 to 3, and the small(highRes) was viewed from 4 m. In the
test phase, 318 images (159 previously seen, 159 new matching in content
to the older ones, all randomly ordered, each image presented for 500 ms
as in Experiments 1 to 3) were presented from 60 cm at a visual angle of
8.39° × 8.39° as in Experiments 1 to 3.

Experiment 5: Parametric Investigation of Image Size on Memory.
Stimuli. Images were taken from the “LaMem” Dataset with memorability
scores for each image (6) and were all resized to 900 × 900 pixels to avoid
within- and across-condition size differences. These uniformly sized images
were then scaled to be displayed according to the experimental condition
(3°, 6°, 12°, 24°). We made sure that for each visual category (faces, people,
indoors, and outdoors), the memorability scores for that category across size
conditions would be uniform, and this assured that memorability scores across
sizes were comparable (Fig. S1A).
Procedure. The exposure phase included 160 images presented in four blocks,
each of a fixed specific size (3°, 6°, 12°, or 24°) that included 40 images
(10 from each visual category); block order and image order within blocks
were random. There were two versions of the exposure session; image sets
assigned to the 3° condition in version 1 were assigned to the 24° condition in
version 2 and vice versa, and image sets assigned to the 6° condition in version
1 were assigned to the 12° condition in version 2 and vice versa. As in Experi-
ments 1 to 4, each image was presented for 2 s followed by a black screen of
500 ms. The task was to view and attend the images. No responses or fixations
were required.

The test phase that followed included 320 midsized images (160 old,
160 new, visual angle of 8° × 8°) (Test Phase Image Size Reasoning) that were
presented sequentially in random order, and participants were required to
report for each image if they recalled seeing it earlier (old) or not (new). Each
image was presented for 500 ms, after which a black screen appeared until a
responsewas given (there was no time limit). No feedback was given.

Experiment 6: Investigating Exposure–Test Relative Size Effects. The experi-
mental design was similar to the previous experiments, but in the test, we
tested some of the images in their original presentation size (size at the test
was the same size as at the exposure), while some were shown as midsized to
allow us to compare with results of the earlier experiments.
Stimuli. The images that were used in this experiment were precisely the ones
used in Experiment 5 (see above). In the exposure, the images were presented
(as before) at either 3° or 24°. During the test, images were presented either
at the same size as in the exposure or as midsized (8° × 8°) as in Experiment 5.
Procedure. Since eye movements were recorded during the experiment, par-
ticipants were seated while supported by a chin rest to minimize head move-
ments. Eye tracker calibration was performed before the main experiment
began. After calibration, at the exposure phase, participants viewed
160 images (80 small [3° × 3°], 80 large [24° × 24°]) presented in eight blocks
(20 images per block); there were four blocks per size, with each block con-
taining five images from each visual category (faces, people, indoors, and out-
doors) and randomized image order within a block. Importantly, for each
category we made sure that all five-image sets of that category had compara-
ble memorability scores across all the blocks [LaMem (6)]. There were two

versions of the exposure session (exposure 1, exposure 2), and each version
contained a different block order (exposure 1 block order: large–small–small–-
large–large–small–small–large, exposure 2 block order: small–large–large–
small–small–large–large–small). The test phase included 320 images (160 old,
160 new); 120 of the old images (60 small and 60 large) were presented with
the same size as in the exposure phase, and the additional 40 old images were
presented as midsized (as in Experiments 1 to 5). The 160 new images were
also presented in the same size proportions (60 as small, 60 as large, 40 as mid-
sized). Test images were presented in 16 blocks of 20 images per block (10 old,
10 new), with the same presentation size across the block and 5 images from
each visual category per block. There were two versions of the test phase (test
1, test 2) varying in block order (number of participants who performed the
different versions of exposure and test were counterbalanced across partici-
pants: seven participants performed exposure 1 with test 1, seven participants
performed exposure 2 with test 1, eight participants performed exposure 1
with test 2, and eight participants performed exposure 2 with test 2). Addi-
tional experimental details and setup are the same as in Experiment 5. The
whole experiment (including eye tracking calibration) lasted approximately
30 min.

Experiment 7: Investigating the Effect of the Amount of Information on
Memory.
Stimuli. All images in this experiment are the ones used in Experiment 5 (apart
from the blurring procedure; see below) and taken from the LaMem Dataset
(6). The exposure phase included smaller (3°) and larger (24°) images in
blurred or sharp presentations. The smaller sharp images (112 × 112 pixels,
3° × 3°) were based on the original 900 × 900-pixel images (Experiment 5) that
were presented during the experiment by subsampling from each
900 × 900 image a smaller 112 × 112 image using in-house software (63–67)
(scaling details in Experiment 1). The larger blurred images (900 × 900 pixels,
24° × 24°) were created from the original images (900 × 900 pixels) in the fol-
lowing manner. 1) Each image was reduced in size to 112 × 112 pixels using
the MATLAB 2018b (MathWorks Inc.) imresize function (with the default bicu-
bic interpolation). 2) Each image was then enlarged to 900 × 900 pixels by the
imresize function in MATLAB (bicubic interpolation). 3) To eliminate apparent
pixelation and artificially added edges caused by the enlargement, each
image was then blurred in Adobe Photoshop CS6 version 13.0 x64 (Adobe Sys-
tems Inc.) with a Gaussian blur of 3.5 pixels (minimal radius that successfully
eliminated the pixelation and apparent added edges). During exposure, these
images were presented without any scaling. Importantly, this enlargement
ensured that the larger images had the same or a smaller amount of informa-
tion (as the blurring caused by the Gaussian blur may reduce the amount of
information present in the outcome larger images relative to the smaller
ones). The images of the two additional secondary conditions (smaller blurred,
larger sharp conditions) that were meant to mask the contrast of interest
in our experiment were created as follows. The smaller blurred images
(112 × 112 pixels, 3° × 3°) were also based on 900 × 900 images (but blurred
images; see below) that were presented during the experiment by scaling
each 900 × 900 image to a smaller 112 × 112 image using in-house software
(as in the smaller sharp images; see above). Here, to create a perception of
comparable blurriness of these smaller images (as the blurriness in the larger
presented images), the 900 × 900 images were blurred in Adobe Photoshop
(see above) with a Gaussian blur of 8 pixels (compare with 3.5 pixels for larger
blurred) so that when it was scaled by the in-house software, it created a com-
parable perception of the same blurriness as that of the larger blurred images.
The larger sharp images (900 × 900 pixels, 24° × 24°) were the original 900 ×
900 images as in Experiment 5 presented with no scaling. The test phase
included sharp and blurred images all presented as 320 × 320 pixels (∼8° × 8°).
Old (already seen) images that were presented as sharp in the exposure phase
were also presented here as sharp, and images that were presented in the
exposure as blurred were also presented here as blurred. The old blurred
images had the same amount of information as the smaller sharp (or larger
blurred) images (from exposure) and were created in the following manner.
1) Each image was reduced in size to 112 × 112 pixels using the MATLAB
2018b imresize function (with the default bicubic interpolation). 2) Each
image was then enlarged to 320 × 320 pixels by the imresize function in MAT-
LAB (bicubic interpolation). 3) To eliminate apparent pixelation and artificially
added edges caused by the enlargement, each image was then blurred in
Adobe Photoshop (see above) with a Gaussian blur of two pixels (sufficient to
eliminate the pixelation and apparent added edges). These images were pre-
sented with no scaling or subsampling. The old sharp images were based on
the original sharp 900 × 900 images that were scaled to 320 × 320 pixels using
an in-house software (as described in Experiment 1). As for the new images,
the new blurred images were created and presented in the same manner as
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the old blurred images, and the new sharp images were created and pre-
sented in the samemanner as the old sharp images.
Procedure. Eye movements were recorded during both phases of Experiment
7. Participants underwent eye tracking calibration before the exposure phase.
At exposure phase, participants viewed 160 images (80 small [3° × 3°] and
80 large [24° × 24°]). Half of the images of each size were blurred (40 small
blurred, 40 small sharp, 40 large blurred, and 40 large sharp) and presented in
eight blocks (20 images per block), with four blocks for each sharpness level
(sharp or blur) and each block containing five images from each visual cate-
gory (faces, people, indoors, and outdoors). To counterbalance condition
order and to control for the possibility that certain images are more distinct
and may be remembered better even after blurring, we created four versions
of the exposure with two block order and also swapped the images that were
sharp and those that were blurred between them (altogether, 2 × 2 versions;
exposures 1 to 4). As in Experiments 1 to 5, each image was presented for 2 s
followed by a black screen of 500 ms; the participant’s task was to view the
images, and no responses or fixations were required.

The test phase included 320 images (160 old, 160 new). Eighty of the old
images were presented blurred (the same as in the exposure phase: 40 small
blurred [3° × 3°] and 40 large blurred [24° × 24°]), and the other 80 old images
were presented as sharp. Half of the 160 new images were also presented
blurred, and the other half were sharp. All images were presented midsized
(visual angle of intermediate size 8° × 8°, as in Experiments 1 to 5). The images
were presented in 16 blocks (20 images per block, 10 old and 10 new images
within each block, same level of sharpness/amount of information across the
block, 5 images from each visual category). Participants were required to
report for each image if they recalled seeing it earlier (old) or not (new). Each
image was presented for 500 ms, after which a black screen appeared until a
response was given (there was no time limit). There were two versions of the
test phase (test 1, test 2), with each of them matching the exposure versions
with a specific set of blurred images and a specific set of sharp images. Ten
participants performed exposure 1 with test 1, eight participants performed
exposure 2 with test 1, nine participants performed exposure 3 with test 2,
and eight participants performed exposure 4 with test 2.

Test Phase Image Size Reasoning. In order for the test phase images to be
unbiased toward the small or large images, we aimed to present them at an
intermediate size that would be midway (size wise) between the small and
large images but in cortical rather than in retinal space. Taking into account
the cortical magnification factor that enhances foveal representations while
reducing peripheral representations, we chose the midsize to be of a factor a
bigger than the smaller images and a factor a smaller than the larger images
such that 3° × a2 = 21° for Experiments 1 to 4 (resulting in test phase image

size of 8°) and 3° × a2 = 24° for Experiments 5 to 7. Based on the estimates for
M given in earlier studies (30, 31), we used two equations that estimate the
magnification factor in human’s V1 [Mlinear = 17.3/(E + 0.75) by ref. 30 and
Mlinear = 29.2/(E + 3.67) by ref. 31], both yielding similar results for the test
phase image size: 8.5° (for Experiments 1 to 4) and 9.5° (for Experiments 5 to
7). Thus, the choices of 8.39° × 8.39° as the midsize for the test images in
Experiments 1 to 4 and 8° × 8° in Experiments 5 to 7were slightly closer (in cor-
tical space) to the size of the smaller images and thus, unlikely to bias the
results in favor of the bigger images.

Eye Tracking Analyses. Eye movements during Experiments 6 and 7 were
recorded to verify that participants were viewing the images during exposure.
To this end, we computed image dwell time during exposure for each partici-
pant (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Dwell time was calculated as the percentage of
time a participant spent within an image area. Image area was defined as
image size and an additional 1° margin on each side of the image. For each
participant, this was calculated per image and averaged across all images of
the same image size. Participants with less than 80% dwell time on the
3° images were excluded from the analyses of Experiments 6 and 7 (partici-
pants excluded: Experiment 6: n = 10 of 30, Experiment 7: n = 12 of 35), and
this is presented in SI Appendix, Fig. S3 below the threshold line.

Memorability Analysis: Per-Image Analysis. We examined for each image if
size had any effect on its memorability by comparing performance when it
was presented in bigger format relative towhen presented as a smaller image.
We performed this per-image analysis on the images used in Experiments 1
and 2 (same images were used, and images sets were switched between
experiments; image sizes we compared for each image were those used in
Experiments 1 and 2: 3° and 21°) and on the images used in Experiment 5 com-
paring per-image performance between version 1 and version 2 (since each
image appeared in one version as bigger and in the other as smaller, image
sizes were compared for each image as used in Experiments 5 version 1 and
version 2: 3° and 24° or 6° and 12°).

Data Availability. Anonymized psychophysics, images, and scripts have been
deposited in a publicly available database at the Center for Open Science web-
site (https://osf.io/7sr3c/) (69).
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